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Abstract—In running the business, every company has objective to grow and develop. Each company has different objective and development strategy, but identical in final goal, that is to gain profitable growth. Correct strategy is mandatory in developing business, where each company has its own unique character in term of product and penetrated market. Therefore, proper analysis is required in order to determine the correct business development strategy. Starts from market & customer intelligence, to decide whether the targeted market is potential or not. Continue with competitive position analysis, to evaluate whether the company is competitive or not and define what is needed to improve competitiveness in the market. Bearing X as one of market leader in bearing industry and related service, is developing their business to F&B sector. Writer is assigned as sector manager in the respective sector. Writer is doing market potential and competitive position analysis, to be reference in developing proper strategy development, based on Ansoff Matrix market and product development. Defined strategy also closely related with Bearing X’s Unique Selling Preposition (USP) as well as Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) which is proposed to each customer in F&B sector. Using Fishbone Diagram, Bearing X defines business development strategy and put it in to a roadmap, also plans the required investment in order to achieve the target of this business development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To be able to survive and grow company need to develop their business and achieve profitable growth. And to achieve it each company has their own objective and strategy, depend on their product range and targeted market. Development strategy to consider integrating market condition, product development and supply chain. [1] Different market sector and different product will lead to different development as well as the result. This paper will describe business development strategy from a bearing manufacturer (herein after will be referred as Bearing X) in food and beverage (F&B) industry or market. Bearing X is doing expansion to F&B market in order to increase their sales and profit, using their existing and new product line.

F&B as human’s primary need is considered as a sustainable market. It is not only affected by the number of population, but also by changes in lifestyle and trend. Other consideration is bearing also one of primary need in manufacturing industry, including F&B. The reliability of this part will impact to reliability of production machinery, and in the end it will affect the continuity of production process. Different machine in different production process will require different part, depend on the operating condition.

Considering above conditions, Bearing X is doing market and product analysis prior defining the development strategy. With correct analysis they will be able to define the correct customer, targeting the correct production process, developing and selling the correct product as solution for customer. In the end, they will be able to do a proper stock planning to get reliable lead time.

II. LITERATURE STUDY

A. Product Lines in Rolling Bearing Business

Bearing is a machine element which limits the relative movement between two or more machine component in order to move in the desired direction and raceway. The term rolling bearing includes all form of bearings that utilize the rolling action of rolling element, in shape of balls or rollers, to allow the minimum friction from the constrained motion of one body to another. [2] Bearing will maintain shaft to rotate in the center axis and to maintain a component which has linear movement to keep on the track. Bearing also used to support force in radial or axial direction. Main parts of bearings are inner ring, outer ring, cage, rolling element and seal (found in selected type only).

Bearings are named based on the type of rolling element. Bearing X refers each bearing type to Product Line number in their development strategy. Several bearing types including the application example and Product Line number are described as follow.
B. Industrial Services for Rotating Equipment

Other product line to be considered in the development strategy is industrial services. Bearing X providing after sales service to customer, from the free of charge service which included in the order package, to the chargeable service which separated from order. This service includes bearing mounting dismounting, root cause and failure analysis, training, and condition monitoring. Industrial service is one of the unique selling point/preposition from Bearing X.

In the era of Industry 4.0, Bearing X also developing several new products in the market, and most of the products are based on condition monitoring. Various types of condition monitoring sensors are being introduced to the market, as well as lubrication technology.

C. Trend and Behavior in Food and Beverage Industry

This paper is focusing on Bearing X development strategy in F&B industry, mostly for downstream product, such as dairy, flour mill, confectionery, baked good and beverage. Exclusion for F&B industry for feed mill, plantation and tobacco product. But trend in F&B industry is closely related with plantation as the upstream or main material for downstream industry.

Research by Nielsen Indonesia since 2002 explains that F&B business is having a positive trend. In term of stock price, the value of F&B company registered in Indonesia Stock Exchange or BEI is relatively stable and also increasing for some companies.[4] Global consumption and production growth also showing positive trends, especially for wheat, instant noodle and dairy product.

In term of production process, F&B demands high quality and efficiency which is defined by short cycle time and 24 hours operation per day. It requires high production rate, high machine speed and good reliability. Main production lines in F&B include:
1. Processing; cleaning, grinding, mixing, extrudes, etc.
2. Heating and or cooling; involves high or low temperature, depend on product.
3. Packaging; filling, capping, weighing, sealing, etc.

D. Market Growth in Ansoff Matrix and Cause Effect with Fishbone

Growth is an essential factor in doing business to gain profit. To learn and plan the development strategy, one of the common method is Ansoff Matrix, also known as Product/Market Expansion Grid, developed by H. Igor Ansoff (published in Harvard Business Review, 1957). As shown in Figure 3, it defines 4 strategy based on product and market, to analyze the risk when considering the growth strategy using existing product or new, in the existing or new market.

Implementation of each matrix in the strategy has both business potential and risk. Each strategy needs to consider the cause and effect. One of the method to do Cause and Effect analysis is Fishbone Diagram, or Ishikawa Diagram. It identifies several potential cause from a defined problem or category, and analyze it thru brainstorming session.[5] Categories can be man, method, machine, etc. Or can be implemented in process improvement as well, including business growth strategy. By identifying AS-IS for the current condition, and TO-BE, as the improvement to be achieved.[6]

III. METHODOLOGY

Steps in preparing business development strategy, from initial analysis to conclusion which includes the strategies and implementations, are described in flowchart, as shown in Figure 7 as follow.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bearing type</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Product Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deep Groove Ball Bearing</td>
<td>Pump, conveyor, packaging, etc</td>
<td>PL14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical Roller Bearing</td>
<td>Crusher, railway industry, gearbox, etc</td>
<td>PL12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical Roller Bearing</td>
<td>Wind turbine, gearbox, rolling mill, etc</td>
<td>PL37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial Insert Ball Bearing</td>
<td>Agricultural machinery, conveyor, etc</td>
<td>PL72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Common bearing types (courtesy of Schaeffler)
IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Market and Customer Intelligence

This section is to determine whether F&B market is a potential market to be developed, based on collected data from Market and Customer Intelligence.

1. **PEST Analysis**
   b. There are no condition which will gives negative impact to market demand.
   c. There are some investment which has been made in F&B market, and will increase the market size of F&B.

2. **Trends and outlook**
   a. Analyze from the demand of raw material, such as palm oil and wheat.
   b. As a country with large population, Indonesia is a potential F&B market

3. **Top customers in market**
   a. Define the top 10 (ten) customers based on their share in market.
   b. Market share (in percentage) of these top customers combined, already covered 50% of market size. Development to be focused on these top customers.

   - Conclusion from these analysis is, that F&B market is highly potential to be included in business development strategy.

B. Competitive Position Analysis

To determine their competitiveness in F&B market, as well as the current competition, Bearing X is doing analysis as follow:

1. **Product Performance**
   a. Analyze Bearing X positioning in customer side against competitors for 3 (three) most popular product line (PL), PL37, PL14 and PL72, in term of cost, product and service.
   b. For customer satisfaction in product and service, Bearing X is considered in top 3 (three) position, for these popular PL.
   c. In term of price, competition comes from medium segment brand in particular application only. Bearing X is also placed in top 3.

2. **Competitor Benchmarking**
   a. Using scoring system (see Figure 3), Bearing X analyzed their position against competitor in Price, Quality, Engineering Support, Delivery.

   - The percentage of remaining market. The share is still high (up to 50%). Means that there are many other customers which can be developed as alternative.

4. **Market size, share and growth**
   a. Forecast for F&B market growth. It will stable on approximately 3% per year, during 2020-2025.
   b. Determine current market share. As per analysis, Bearing X has maximum 10-11% market share before year 2019. Means that there are many areas which can be penetrated.
   c. Determine the main application or production process, which has high bearing usage. Main applications in F&B are Processing, Heating/Cooling, and Conveying & Packaging. These 3 (three) applications will be main focus in market and product development.
   d. Determine the top 3 (three) product line with highest demand. In F&B market, the most popular product lines are PL14, PL37 and PL72. Bearing X needs to focus the development as well as stock program for reliable lead time on these 3 (three) PLs.
Performance, Relationship Management and Reaction Time.

b. Bearing X is in number 2 (two) position, with Brand Y, P and Z as the major competitors.
c. Bearing X strength point is comprehensive range of product and service.

3. Competitor strategies
   a. Evaluating competitor’s current strategy in the market as well as their capabilities.
   b. Some competitors have strength in the inventory. One of the competitor also has a good competence in service support.
   c. As countermeasure, Bearing X needs to strengthen their inventory, focus on developing the distribution network and improve service support.

Conclusion from above analysis, that Bearing X has competitiveness in F&B market. Highlight in some aspects which requires improvement in order to be more competitive, will be included in Strategy Development. In addition, SWOT analysis has been done as well, as shown in Table 2 below.

C. Strategy Development

Based on market size data, Bearing X is targeting to gain at least 20% market share for F&B market (current position is 10-11% maximum). Development focuses, as per analysis from previous paragraph are:

1. Popular product lines, PL37, PL14 and PL72 are the main focus.
2. Boost the strength point of each PL above with Unique Selling Proposition (USP).
3. Total Cost of Ownership as countermeasure of price sensitive market.
4. Strengthen the inventory, distribution network and service support.

Using Ansoff Matrix, Bearing X develops the strategy based on product and market, for both new and existing, as shown in Table 3 below.

In F&B industry, some machines have specific operating condition, and require specific bearing. Bearing X boosts the USP of some product lines to this industry, as shown in Table 4.
Total cost of ownership (TCO) is being used to educate customer regarding the overall benefit inside the price they pay for Bearing X product. Sample of format in TCO proposal is shown in Table 5 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Benefit of Service - FREE OF CHARGE</th>
<th>Mandays</th>
<th>Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Training 1 day course. Max 15 mandays/year</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>All plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Provide 4 man-days for 1 year of Condition Monitoring</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Selected plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bearing Mounting Supervision</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Selected plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bearings Failure analysis for critical equipment as required</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Selected plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Technical Consultancy for troubleshooting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Selected plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30 Man-days equals to SGD 18,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. TCO Proposal

D. Business Development Objective and Strategy

Setting their business development objective to 20% market share and 3% annual growth, Bearing X defines the development strategy in Fishbone Diagram below.

![Fishbone Diagram for Business Development](image)

Development strategies in Figure 4 are to be converted in to a roadmap with specific timeline, and to be monitored in regular basis. To anticipate the dynamic situation in the market, effectiveness of each strategy will be evaluated, and to be updated based on current situation.

V. CONCLUSION

Starting a business development, knowledge on the targeted market is mandatory. From the political, economy, social, technical and legal condition related with market, top customers in respective market, to the business process in market and each customers. For business process, it is necessary to map the process which is related with our product. In case of bearing product, the requirement is detail mapping of the process or application, machine type in each application, and bearing types installed in each application or furthermore in each machine. Some measurements to be taken into consideration in developing business are, whether the market is potential to be developed, and the competencies of our organization and the product to compete in the market.
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